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Entrepreneurship is based on creating conditions for innovative activity, stimulating and implement�

ing entrepreneurial abilities of employees using resources and organizational and industrial abilities

of the enterprise.    In this article entrepreneurship is represented as an instrument of increasing

the innovative activity of the enterprise providing competitive growth, implementation and the

effective use of modern technologies in enterprise management.

The ability to get profit � the chief motive of

entrepreneurial activity is determined by the com�

petitiveness of goods. In the situation of increas�

ing the speed of changes in external environment

stimulated by scientific and technical progress, it

is possible to increase the competitiveness of

goods only if the processes of their creation and

production are constantly improved. As it is proved

on practice only companies with high innovative

activity achieve this aim. Innovative activity of

the enterprise is a complex characteristics of its

innovative activity including its sensitivity to in�

novations (the characteristics of the consumer of

innovative product), the degree of the intensive�

ness of the activities targeted at the transforma�

tion of innovations and their promptitude (the char�

acteristics of the supplier of innovative product),

the ability to mobilize the potential of the neces�

sary quantity and quality including its hidden sides,

the ability to provide the substantiation of the

applied methods, the rationality of the technology

of innovative process due to the composition and

consequence of the operations.

The increase of innovative activity is provid�

ed by managerial efforts made in two directions.

Firstly, it is stimulating new ideas that demands

the mobilization of people’s creative skills. Sec�

ondly, implementation of innovations based on

the use of entrepreneurial abilities. Entrepreneur�

ship is the tool that combines both above men�

tioned approaches. The development of entre�

preneurship is determined by stimulating innova�

tive entrepreneurial activity and its implementa�

tion inside the company. The idea of entrepre�

neurship is the following: the enterprise launch�

ing certain production or offering services cre�

ates conditions for generating innovative ideas,

the resources for their implementation are sub�

mitted, and help for practical use is provided.

The terms “enterprise” and “entrepreneur�

ship” appeared thanks to foreign scientist G.

Pinchot. The American researcher used it for

defining the modern type of company where the

subdivisions and people working in them have

a lot of freedom in comparison to traditional

corporate structures.

Entrepreneurship is entrepreneurial activity

targeted at acquiring additional profit by the

company due to the use of its internal resourc�

es for satisfying the demands of external and

internal customers. The activity is carried out

by a small group of company’s managers and

specialists acting as entrepreneurs for imple�

menting business ideas or innovative projects.

Entrepreneurial subdivisions have the right both

to provide services to other subdivisions of

their own company for money and independent�

ly enter the market outside the company.

Entrepreneurship is targeted at the search

and implementation of new economic forms and

methods, creating new products and services

that make it possible, on one hand, to satisfy

the demands of consumers and achieve higher

evaluation for their goods and services among

the consumers, and on the other, activate the

innovative activity of an enterprise, find a more

advantageous combination of production re�

sources promising higher profit.

Managing entrepreneurial subdivisions is the

rational management of entrepreneurial subdivi�

sions of different organizational forms and lev�

el of freedom acting in the frames of big eco�
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nomic subjects targeted at satisfying the de�

mands of an enterprise and getting additional

profit. Practical experience shows that intro�

ducing the management of independent economic

subjects leads to the economic growth.

Entrepreneurship is an instrument that helps

the company to achieve its aims on the basis of

the use of entrepreneurial abilities of its employ�

ees. Entrepreneurship is based on innovative and

initiative activity of a person mobilizing all his

powers and using all possibilities for achieving

his aim and being fully responsible for his activ�

ity. For entrepreneurship to be successive inside

the company, it is necessary to have the same

principals for all the participants. The main prin�

cipals of entrepreneurial organization are repre�

sented in fig. 1. For creating the entrepreneurial

organization it is necessary to move the princi�

pal of free entrepreneurship inside the company.

The bright example of entrepreneurial company

having rich experience of managing innovative ac�

tivity is ZM Company. This is dynamically develop�

ing multi profile international corporation with cen�

tennial history and old traditions. Company’s suc�

cess is the result of a number of technological break�

throughs, where the employees of entrepreneurial

subdivisions played a great role: the scientists and

engineers of ZM invented dozens of patented tech�

nologies. Company management sees itself as a

rapidly developing organization, with future strength�

ening its positions in Russian market by offering

innovative decisions to clients. For more than 30

years the company has been following the strategy

of increasing its profitability and size by creating

the new types of business using the system of

entrepreneurship inside the company.

Various types of entrepreneurship are used

in Russia both in big and middle scale compa�

nies (“Nakhodkinskiy shiprepairing plant” JSC,

“RН�service” plc, “ТАRKETT” JSC, “Energia”

JSC, “Syvtykarskiy МБП Сыктывкарский pulp

and paper complex” and etc.).

At the same time most of the managers of

entrepreneurial companies use the principals of

entrepreneurship in their companies by intuition

(fig. 2).

In the process of developing entrepreneurship

in companies it is necessary to take into account

two main categories of factors contributing to the

spread of entrepreneurial principals at Russian en�

terprises: factors influenced by the peculiarities of

management at the enterprise and factors of man�

agers and employees’ motivation (see table).

The first category of factors facilitate the de�

velopment of entrepreneurship inside the company,

the second one forces company managers to sup�

port and stimulate the development of entrepre�

neurship. As the research of the activity of Russian

entrepreneurial companies shows, the last category

is not sufficiently developed in all companies.

 Guarantee the employees 

the protection of 

ownership rights for 

innovations inside the 

company. 

Make entrepreneurial 

teams responsible for 

their assets, even if they 

are subsidized from 

company’s budget � treat 

them as profit centres of 

cost centres 

Organize training 

courses so that 

employees can develop 

together with the 

company 

Necessitate honesty, 

feedback with the 

market, stimulate 

employees to make 

decisions 

Establish the fair system 

of judging the disputes 

between internal 

enterprises and 

employees 

 

Rationalize the system 

of registrating internal 

firms in order to leave 

them inside the 

enterprise 

Establish internal “bank 

account” for every 

internal enterprise 

Establish the system of 

registrating warrants 

and agreements 

(contracts) among 

internal enterprises 

Allow variety in 

personnel, types of 

work, innovative 

attempts, changes and 

exchanges 

Fig. 1. The principals of creating entrepreneurial organization
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As innovative activity is the internal condition

of the enterprise that can be managed using the

abilities of company, and, on the contrary, enter�

prise competitiveness is the reflection of external

environment, entrepreneurship will have positive

effect on the growth and profitability of the com�

panies that have their own entrepreneurial model

taking into account its internal and external charac�

teristics that create the necessary conditions of

economic and organizational character and sup�

port of entrepreneurial environment in company is

provided. With the help of entrepreneurship it will

be possible to use the creative potential of employ�

ees more efficiently and increase the speed of put�

ting into life the necessary innovations in corporate

structure. The enterprise having a certain resource

potential is interested in a wide use of innovations

it is not known (57%)

it is known that entrepreneurial 
principals are used (12%)

it is known 31%

Entrepreneurial subdivisions are 
prsent in company (53%)

No entrepreneurial subdivisions in 
company (47%)

Fig. 2. The awareness of the notion “entrepreneurship” among the managers

of entrepreneurial companies

Factors contributing to developing entrepreneurship at the enterprise

Factors connected with the peculiarities of 

the company and management style  

1. The simplicity of organizational structure 

2. The simplicity of distinguishing entrepreneurs among 

employees 

3. The ability of manager to trust his subordinates and 
delegate them his authority 

4. The right of employees to make a mistake 

Factors connected with the motivation of:  

a) heads of the company and managers  

1. Factors connected with the demands and restrictions 

of external environment of the enterprise. 

2. Factors connected with treating the employee as an 

entrepreneur and his ability to entrepreneurship. 
3. Factors connected with company growth and 

development 

4. Factors connected with industrial and managerial 

problems 

b) entrepreneurs 1. factors connected with the individual character of 

entrepreneur 
2. Factors connected with remuneration of 

entrepreneurial activity 

3. Factors connected with the accumulated experience 

and the aims of career growth 

as the result of their introduction provides addi�

tional effect for corporate structure in all the aggre�

gate of its components.
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